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github.com/tristanbettany

I have 7 years of industry experience developing software. I currently work with PHP developing innovative ecommerce software for a classical music company. I have experience working in both waterfall and agile
environments. I work well in a team and have experience mentoring others to reach their goals. I am able to
respond well under pressure and effectively work through procedures with people at various levels of
experience from junior developers to upper management. I am always interested in learning new things and
my wide set of skills could be applied to multiple different areas of software engineering.

SKILLS
Linux (Debian, CentOS)
Windows / OSX
PHP Storm / Vim
GiT Version Control
Vagrant / Packer
Apache / Nginx / lighttpd
Composer
Behat / PHP Unit
Ansible
Magento 1.9
Magento 2
Magento Extension Development
Elastic Search
Jenkins

PHP 7/5
MySQL
HTML 5
Twig
CSS 3
SASS
JavaScript
jQuery
NodeJS
Gulp
Bash
Python
C / C#.NET
C++

Symfony / Laravel
SlimPHP / FuelPHP
E-Commerce
Paypal / Stripe
Adyen / Sage Pay
BigCommerce API
Volo API
Object Oriented Development
Agile Development Process
Behaviour Driven Design
Test Driven Development
Continuous Integration
3D Modelling
Unreal Engine 4

ACHIEVEMENTS
Developed a respected open source finance management application called PlasmaPHP
Developed a bespoke stock managment and order syncing application for use with Zukeo's multi channel
online business.
Successfully implimented a new development workflow using GiT & Vagrant at Presto Classical
Successfully implimented Behaviour Driven Design for new features on Presto Classicals website using
Behat
Became the go to developer for a number of large hospitality clients at Propeller Communications
Implimented a stable cloud based server infrastructure for an efficiant development pipeline at
Pantherella IGL

WORK EXPERIENCE
PANTHERELLA IGL

Lead PHP Developer

2018 - Present

I made the decision to join a continually expanding e-commerce team at a manufacturer of luxury brand
socks. As the Lead Developer it was my responsibility to manage the project moving the companies current
magento websites in house. This allowed me to setup a solid and secure infrastructure with a well structured
pipline for development. This now allows the team to grow at the rate it needs to reach its goals.

PRESTO CLASSICAL Senior PHP Developer

2016 - 2018

I joined the smaill in-house team at Presto Classical to work on an exciting oppertunity to rebuild their entire
website from the ground up. Using symfony components and the more modern PHP 7, including an agile
approach to the project, meant this was the obvious choice to continue my career. Since working here I have
gained plenty of experience in both the music industry and modern development technologies.

PROPELLER COMMUNICATIONS

PHP Developer

2014 - 2016

Working at a large agency I gained experience working in large teams of people on big e-commerce projects.
I earned respect as the go to developer for certain larger hospitality clients. While there, I amassed a large
amount of knowledge and experience in various PHP frameworks and the PHP development industry.

ZUKEO (Simarc Trading, Milloutlets) Full Stack Developer

2012 - 2013

Working full stack for a successful online retailer specialising in textiles, I developed a bespoke system
designed to maintain continuous integration with the companies warehouse management software (Volo)
and the e-commerce platform used to run their website (BigCommerce). The system still operates without
issues today. Here I gained a large understanding of the e-commerce needs of small to medium businesses.

2006 - 2012

OTHER EMPLOYMENT

For a number of years I was self employed running a web hosting company and a company building custom
water cooled gaming computers. I also held down a front of house hospitality job during the night at a hotel
to fund the startup ventures. I also spent some time working in the offices of Eclipse Computer Supplies.

EDUCATION
HND

Computer Science

Coventry University

2003 - 2006

A Levels

IT, Art, Media, Performing Arts

Exhall Grange

2001 - 2003

GCSE's

Incl. Maths & English

Exhall Grange

1999 - 2001

HOBBIES
Wargaming & Board Games

DIY & Modelling

Video Games

Hiking

Cooking

Learning Unreal Engine 4

